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ABSTRACT Over-the-air (OTA) testing of millimeter-wave (mmWave) adaptive terminal is expected to be
an essential step in the product design and development stage. In this paper, we investigated the simple-
sectored multi-probe anechoic chamber (SS-MPAC) configuration for testing mmWave adaptive terminal
under fading channel conditions. By summarizing the characteristics of the adaptive terminal antenna, four
representative antenna sub-arrays were utilized to evaluate the testing performance under two spatial channel
models. We also discussed two evaluation metrics to assess the accuracy of the SS-MPAC configuration.
The results indicated that, the configuration parameters of SS-MPAC design were determined mainly by
the position of the adaptive antenna sub-arrays and the half power beamwidth (HPBW) of adaptive antenna
systems. Furthermore, to ensure accurate emulation of spatial correlation between multiple active sub-arrays
on the terminal, a much more expensive setup configuration is expected, compared to single active sub-
array (single adaptive array, or multiple sub-arrays with switch structure) terminal case. These findings are
valuable inputs for the ongoing New Radio (NR) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) OTA work in the
standardization.

INDEX TERMS Over-the-air testing, mmWave terminal, adaptive terminal, SS-MPAC configuration,
beamforming testing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the rapid growth in wireless data traffic, many new
technologies will be developed to enhance fifth-generation
(5G) network performance [1]. Among them, the millimeter-
wave (mmWave) communications have shown tremendous
potential due to the large available contiguous bandwidth. It is
being considered by the standardization organization, manu-
facturers and researchers as the key component to achieve the
5G vision [2], [3].

However, it is generally accepted that the signal-to-
interference-plus noise ratio (SINR) reduces considerably
owing to high transmission loss and attenuation due to block-
age at mmWave bands [3]. To achieve high capacity pro-
vided by the large bandwidth, the transceiver systems should
offer high signal power to remain good SINR. Therefore,
transceiver systems for 5G mmWave devices should incorpo-
rate highly directional antennas [4]. Directional antennaswith
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narrow beams (beamforming) and adaptive antenna patterns
(beamsteering) are expected. Even though the spatial cover-
age range can be mitigated by steering the beam, it is still
very difficult to achieve full spatial coverage range similar
to omnidirectional antennas using one antenna array. Conse-
quently, 5GmmWave devices are anticipated to havemultiple
antenna arrays (also called sub-arrays) to enable full spher-
ical coverage [5]. These antenna systems contribute to the
increasing levels of integration in 5G mmWave devices [5].
A significant consequence of the resulting integration is that
traditional radio frequency (RF) connectors at the boundary
between the radio distribution network circuit and the antenna
system are no longer possible to implement. That is, the con-
nectors are needed for the traditional conducted tests will be
no longer available. This change brings great challenges to
the development and validation of 5G New Radio (NR), from
research and development (R&D) through conformance test,
manufacturing and installation and maintenance [6].

Over-the-air (OTA) testing is considered to be feasible
approaches [6]–[8]. It has been developed and researched
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of a SS-MPAC setup.

for many years for sub-6GHz multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) capable mobile terminals [9]. The purpose of OTA
test setups is to generate fading radio-channel conditions
around the device under test (DUT) as specified by target
channel models. Various OTA methodologies have been pro-
posed for sub-6GHz MIMO DUT, e.g., the reverberation
chamber (RC), the multi-probe anechoic chamber (MPAC),
and the radiated two-stage (RTS) based method. RC can
produce the rich isotropic stochastic environment for DUT.
However, since the channel is specular and highly sparse
at mmWave frequencies, the method is not appropriate for
5G NR testing. The RTS method has been approved as an
alternative Long Term Evolution (LTE) MIMO OTA test
method to MPAC in the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) [9]. This method can be useful for static mmWave
antenna testing [10], but it will not work for testing under
dynamic channel conditions where the DUT antenna pattern
is expected to change during the test, since it is not a true end-
to-end testing method. MPAC test system defined in 3GPP
is well known and widely accepted by the industry for LTE
user equipment (UE) MIMO OTA test [9]. It consists of a
set of OTA probes evenly spaced in a ring formation, and
the DUT placed in the test area in the center of the ring.
A uniform probe configuration can offer the flexibility of
emulating arbitrary spatial channel profiles [11]. It is straight-
forward to consider extending theMPACmethod tommWave
applications. However, to emulate a 3D higher frequencies
environment and a significantly large test area (in wavelength
unit), the systemmight require more than hundreds of probes.
This number of probe antennas will bring a huge hardware
overhead, which includes many channel emulators (CE) and
the size of an anechoic chamber.

To overcome these limitations of current MPAC method,
the simple-sectored MPAC (SS-MPAC) method is proposed
[12]–[15]. There are several advantages for SS-MPAC based
method. The channels in mmWave are well known to be
highly sparse and specular. Further, the channel will be fil-
tered by the beamforming operation at the other end of the
communication link, leading to more directive channel mod-
els seen by the terminal. Therefore, the mmWave channels
seen by the terminal will be evenmore directive. Furthermore,

the SS-MPAC with a limited number of active probes has the
potential to reduce the total setup costs, including the hard-
ware and the size of the chamber. In the literature, SS-MPAC
OTA techniques for mmWave adaptive terminal evaluations
have been discussed in [7], [14], [15]. The requirements
for the test system design were analyzed in [7], as shown
in Fig. 1, including the measurement range R, number of
OTA probe antennas, number of active OTA probe antennas,
and amount of channel emulator resource. Reference [14]
described several metrics to validate system performance for
evaluation of mmWave devices, which concentrated more on
the beam selection process because of the nature of the DUT
antenna type. Based on this, a set of simulations in order to
evaluate the setup and to determine the setup configuration
parameters, like measurement range length, probe configura-
tions, were conducted in [15].

However, the previous works can be categorized as the
‘‘black box’’ approach, i.e., with no knowledge of the DUT
at all, e.g. antenna arrays positions, the operation mode of
the DUT. Typically, an antenna array configuration covering
the whole terminal form factor is assumed in the black-
box approach. Using this approach is overkilling, and may
bring up unnecessarily testing system hardware costs. The
main reason is that antenna systems can only be placed in
several locations of the terminal in few limited area, and its
complexity is significantly limited by practical design. In the
black box design, the whole DUT is treated as the antenna
array, which will never be the case in practice. The alterna-
tive approach ‘‘white box’’ is based on prior knowledge of
the antenna arrays on the DUT, which is the focus of the
paper. Intuitively, the SS-MPAC configuration and complex-
ity can be significantly reduced via utilizing the knowledge
of the antenna design in the DUT. This is highly attractive
since cost reduction can be achieved. Further, knowledge of
DUT antenna systems might be available in development
and research stage, via simulation, measurement or specifi-
cations.

To address this problem, In this paper, we evaluate the
system design for SS-MPAC using the black box and white
box approach. In particular, the mmWave UE antenna design
features are briefly summarized. According to the different
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TABLE 1. Various antenna arrays for 5G adaptive terminal.

working modes of UE, we investigate the system configura-
tion under various possible DUT antenna arrays in the white
box approach, including single adaptive sub-array, multiple
adaptive sub-arrays in switch mode and spatial multiplexing
(two sub-arrays working in parallel to transmit/receive two
data streams) MIMO. In the end, simulation results are pre-
sented.

In Section II, we presented the state-of-art mmWave ter-
minal designs. Section III specifies system models for the
radio channel with adaptive antenna sub-array and for the
corresponding OTA emulation system. Furthermore, OTA
performance metrics for adaptive terminal are described.
Simulation settings and results are discussed in Sections IV.
Conclusions are outlined in Section VII.

II. STATE-OF-ART MMWAVE TERMINAL DESIGNS
Many proposals for mmWave beam-steerable antennas have
been reported in the literature in recent years [16]-[21].
In [20] and [21], single antenna arrays with dipole andVivaldi
antenna elements were presented, respectively. The antenna
array at the top of the UEs has a maximum gain of more
than 12dBi. The multiple antenna arrays were designed in
[17], [18], where the patch and slot antenna element were
utilized. Furthermore, in [19], a scheme based on four antenna
arrays was investigated. Various antenna arrays are catego-
rized in Table 1. Note that, there are many antennas designs
and our list is by no means exhaustive.

As we can see form Table 1, the comparison has been
made based on the half power beamwidth (HPBW), maxi-
mum gain, antenna element, number of elements on per sub-
array, number and position of sub-arrays. These differences
all have the potential to affect the system configuration of SS-
MPAC. According to this, the mmWave antenna sub-arrays of
terminals are used in this paper as follows:

1) Black box, where the antenna array is configured to
cover the whole DUT. Consider the DUT size is 160×
80 mm, which has a uniform rectangular sub-array
with half wavelength spacing between elements. For
example, at 28 GHz, the number of antenna elements
is about 450.

2) The terminal with one adaptive sub-array. The first kind
of model is shown in Fig. 2a, the physical structure
of the terminal antenna array is 4 × 4 as an example.
It may be located in different positions or with different
antenna elements. Instead, the second model, which

FIGURE 2. A diagram of the mmWave terminal with (a) one adaptive
sub-array; (b) multiple adaptive sub-arrays.

ignores the physical structure of the antenna, only con-
sidering the HPBW of the terminal.

3) The terminal is equipped with multiple adaptive sub-
arrays and operates in switch mode. A diagram of the
multiple sub-arrays is shown in Fig. 2b. The subar-
ray1 and subarray2 with the same physical structure
and different positions.

4) The terminal is equipped with multiple adaptive sub-
arrays and operates in spatial multiplexing mode.

Note that the terminal is always located in the center of the
test zone, and the antenna sub-arrays all with half wave-
length inter-element spacing. Moreover, the antenna element
is isotropic, if it is not specified.

III. OTA PERFORMANCE METRIC FOR ADAPTIVE
TERMINAL
In this section, we define the signal model for target and SS-
MPAC setups. As discussed in Section II, two different eval-
uation metrics have been discussed for the adaptive terminal,
namely beam pattern similarity (BPS) and spatial correlation,
as detailed below.

A. SIGNAL MODEL FOR TARGET AND SS-MPAC SETUPS
The signal model for an adaptive terminal with U antenna
elements can be written as (neglecting noise)

Y = WP×U ·HU×S · XS×1 (1)

where X is the signal vector radiated by S transmitter antenna
elements, H is the channel transfer function from S trans-
mitter antenna elements to U receiver antenna elements on
the adaptive terminal. The weight matrixW is designed so as
to steer beams to different directions. Y is the signal vector
received by P antenna port of adaptive terminal.
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For a geometric channel model, the channel transfer func-
tion H is defined as

H(f , t)=
N∑
n=1

Hn(f , t) (2)

The (u,s)th entry of Hn(f , t) can be expressed as

hu,s,n(f , t)

=

M∑
m=1

[
gVu (�

Rx
n,m)

gHu (�
Rx
n,m)

]T [
χVVn,m χVHn,m
χHVn,m χHHn,m

] [
gVs (�

Tx
n,m)

gHs (�
Tx
n,m)

]
exp(j2πϑn,mt +8n,m) exp(−j2π f τn) (3)

where �Tx
n,m, �

Rx
n,m, ϑn,m, 8n,m are the angle of departure,

angle of arrival, Doppler frequency of mth subpath of the
nth cluster, and a random variable following the uniform
distribution in [−π, π], respectively. τn is the delay of the nth
cluster. gVs , g

H
s are the vertically and horizontally polarized

field patterns of the sth transmitter antenna element, respec-
tively. Similarity, gVu , g

H
u are the vertically and horizontally

polarized field patterns of the uth receiver antenna element.
Coefficient χabn,m is the complex amplitude of themth subpath
of the nth cluster for transmit polarization b to receive polar-
ization a.

In the OTA case in the SS-MPAC setup illustrated in Fig. 1,
the transfer function Ĥ is composed by the fading channel
emulator and the SS-MPAC setup. Ĥ is substituted by

Ĥ(f , t)=F ·HOTA(f , t) (4)

where F is the transfer matrix from K OTA probe antennas
to U DUT antennas. In the SS-MPAC system, the transfer
function F depends on the OTA probe antennas, free path
loss propagation and the antenna characteristics of DUT.
HOTA(f , t) is the second transfer matrix to be executed by
channel emulator. The (k ,s)th entry for vertically and hori-
zontally polarized of HOTA(f , t) can be expressed as

hV ,OTAk,s,n (f , t)

=

∑
m

[
1
0

]T [
χVVn,m χVHn,m
χHVn,m χHHn,m

] [
gVs (�

Tx
n,m)

gHs (�
Tx
n,m)

]
·exp(j2πϑn,mt +8n,m) exp(−j2π f τn)

·
√
gk,n (5)

hH ,OTAk,s,n (f , t)

=

∑
m

[
0
1

]T [
χVVn,m χVHn,m
χHVn,m χHHn,m

] [
gVs (�

Tx
n,m)

gHs (�
Tx
n,m)

]
·exp(j2πϑn,mt +8n,m) exp(−j2π f τn)

·
√
gk,n (6)

where gk,n is probe power weights of kth OTA probe for nth
cluster. It is calculated based on the pre-faded signal synthesis
(PFS) technique [15], where the objective is to optimize the
power weights for probe antennas to reconstruct the target
spatial channel model.

B. OTA METRICS
There is a need for the evaluation metrics to justify how
well desired propagation environments are reconstructed by
the designed SS-MPAC (i.e. how well Ĥ approximates H).
At mmWave band, the evaluation metrics should emphasize
the beamforming performance of the DUT. In this paper,
we select the BPS as the metric for the DUT that with one
adaptive sub-array. As for multiple adaptive sub-arrays that
operate in spatial multiplexing mode, we derive the spatial
correlation error between sub-arrays. It is an important metric
when multiple signal streams with the sub-arrays are commu-
nicated and the polarization domain is not capable to separate
the streams.

1) ADAPTIVE ARRAY: BEAM PATTERN SIMILARITY
The metric is to evaluate the similarity of the target and
emulated beamforming power pattern as seen by the DUT.
The target Bartlett beamforming power pattern can be given
as

B(θ, φ) = αH (θ, φ)Rα(θ, φ) (7)

where R ∈ CU×U is spatial correlation matrix for the ideal
target channel model, (θ, φ) is the space angle with θ and
φ representing elevation and azimuth angle, respectively.
α(θ, φ) denotes the steering vector of DUT antenna array to
the space angle under far-field assumption. (·)H represents the
Hermitian operation, and the u-th entry of α(θ, φ) is

αu(θ, φ) = e−jk·ru

k =
2π
λ
(cos θ cosφ, cos θ sinφ, sin θ )

ru = [xu, yu, zu]T (8)

where k is the wave vector described by (θ, φ), and ru is the
position vector of uth antenna array element on DUT.
The emulated Bartlett beamforming power pattern of the

reference channel model by the SS-MPAC setup as

B(θ, φ) = αH (θ, φ)Rα(θ, φ) (9)

where R ∈ CU×U is the spatial correlation function achiev-
able with a SS-MPAC setup.

The similarity of the beamforming power patterns with
target and emulated is defined as

S = (1− DP)× 100% (10)

The range of S is [0, 1], where zero denotes maximal dis-
similarity and one full similarity. DP is the pattern distortion
factor, which can be defined as

Dp=
1
2

∫∫ ∣∣∣∣ B(θ, φ)∫∫
B(θ ′, φ′)dθ ′dφ′

−
B(θ, φ)∫∫

B(θ ′, φ′)dθ ′dφ′

∣∣∣∣ dθdφ
(11)
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FIGURE 3. The target and OTA beamforming power pattern of black box
with (a) LoS channel; (b) CDL-C channel model.

2) SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING: SPATIAL CORRELATION
In LTE MPAC setup system, the spatial correlation is gen-
erally considered as the correlation of signals received by
antenna elements within test area. However, in order to
investigate the SS-MPAC setup configuration on testing of
DUT that operates in spatial multiplexing mode, we consider
the correlation of signals received and integrated by DUT
antenna sub-arrays [22]. Suppose that the signals form the
antenna elements are multiplied by a complex weight vector
and then summed together to from the received signal by each
antenna sub-array. The sub-arrays are steered to the boresight
direction in this paper. The intention of this metric is to eval-
uate the impact of the limited SS-MPAC setup configuration
on OTA testing of radio devices with multiple antenna sub-
arrays, such as limited range length and number of active
probes.

The target case is when the range length between the DUT
antenna arrays and the probe antennas meets the far-field.
As shown in Fig. 2b, there are two sub-arrays on the DUT
as an example, and the number of elements in subarray1 and
subarray2 is Q and V , respectively. The array factor of subar-
ray1 and subarray2 to the kth probe antenna direction (θk , φk )

FIGURE 4. Beam pattern similarity as a function of active probe numbers
with R = 1 m, R = 2 m, R = 5 m and far-field of black box under (a) LoS
channel model; (b) CDL-C channel model.

are

A1(θk , φk ) =
Q∑
q=1

ω
′

qαq(θk , φk )

A2(θk , φk ) =
V∑
v=1

ω
′′

vαv(θk , φk ) (12)

where α is the steering vector of sub-array as in (8), ω
′

and
ω
′′

is the complex weight vector of subarray1 and subarray2,
respectively. In particular, when the positions of the two
arrays on DUT are fixed, the beams of the sub-arrays depend
entirely on their complex weight vector.

Then, the covariance of combined signals can be written as

C12 =

K∑
k=1

(
√
gk · A1(θk , φk )) · (

√
gk · A2(θk , φk ))

∗ (13)
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FIGURE 5. The target and OTA beamforming power pattern of 4× 4 isotropic antenna sub-array with (a) LoS channel; (b) CDL-C channel model.

where gk is the probe power weight of kth probe antennas,
which can be obtained from the PFS technique [15] with
target spatial channel model. (·)∗ represents the complex
conjugate operation.

The auto-covariance of subarray1 and subarray2 are

C11 =

K∑
k=1

(
√
gk · A1(θk , φk )) · (

√
gk · A1(θk , φk ))

∗

C22 =

K∑
k=1

(
√
gk · A2(θk , φk )) · (

√
gk · A2(θk , φk ))

∗ (14)

Then the spatial correlation of target case is

ρfar =
C12

√
C11C22

(15)

As in limited range length case, i.e. near-field, the transfer
function of subarray1 and subarray2 to the kth probe antenna
direction (θk , φk ) are

A1(θk , φk ) =
Q∑
q=1

ω
′

q

√
L(dq,k )·ej

2π
λ
dq,k
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FIGURE 6. Beam pattern similarity as a function of active probe numbers
with R = 1 m, far-field and different positions of antenna sub-array under
(a) LoS channel model; (b) CDL-C channel model.

A2(θk , φk ) =
V∑
v=1

ω
′′

v

√
L(dv,k )·ej

2π
λ
dv,k (16)

where L(·) is the path loss term, dq,k and dv,k is the distance
from the kth OTA probe antenna to the qth antenna element in
subarray1 and vth antenna element in subarray2, respectively.
λ is the wavelength.
Similarly, using A1 and A2 in (16) instead of A1 and A2

in (13) and (14), we can get the covariance matrix C12 and
auto-covariance matrixC11,C22 in limited range length case.
Therefore, the spatial correlation in the near-field case is

ρnear =
C12√
C11C22

(17)

Finally, the spatial correlation error with the far-field and
near-field can be calculated as

ρerror =
∣∣ρfar − ρnear ∣∣ (18)

FIGURE 7. The target and OTA beamforming power pattern of 4× 4
sub-array with different antenna elements under (a) LoS channel; (b)
CDL-C channel model.

In the following simulation, the impact of the limited range
length and number of active probes on spatial correlation
error will be simulated.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. TARGET CHANNEL MODELS
The simulation system follows the description in Section III.
A large set of OTA probe antennas is located on the sector
angle of interest and with the same distance (range length)
R to the center of the DUT. We fix certain parameters
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to reduce the independent variables in the simulation. The
angular region for the sector of interest is [−90◦, 90◦] and
[−30◦, 30◦] in azimuth and elevation, respectively. A sam-
pling density of 5◦ in the azimuth and elevation domain
is utilized. Therefore, the number of probes in the azimuth
domain is 180

5 + 1 = 37, and that in the elevation domain
is 60

5 + 1 = 13. The total number of probes in the system
is 37 × 13 = 481. A line of sight (LoS) and a non-line
of sight (NLoS) channel model CDL-C specified in [23] are
simulated at f = 28 GHz as examples, without any scaling
in the angular or delay domain. Only the clusters falling into
the angular sector of interest are considered here.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS
To visualize the impact of the mmWave adaptive terminal
on the SS-MPAC design, we consider two important con-
figuration parameters of design, i.e., the number of active
probes and measurement range length. We show the simu-
lated metrics for the combinations of terminal and channel
models, with different numbers of active probes and limited
range length. Here, the active probes are the ones that can
be simultaneously used in synthesizing the radio channels.
In the simulation, we select K dominant probes from the
available 481 probe antennas, which are obtained through the
PFS technique and probe selection algorithm [12].

The distance R = 1000 m is taken as the reference
case, in which no near-field effects are present, i.e., far-field.
In each of the terminal model, two diagrams are shown as
follows: Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 9, and 12 are the target and OTA
beamforming power pattern with two channel models, and
Figs. 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, and 14 show the metrics as a function
of the number of active probes and range length with two
channel models.

1) BLACK BOX
The beamforming power patterns under the LoS and CDL-C
channel model are shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, respectively.
In each of the figures, top is the target, and bottom is the
emulated results in SS-MPAC. Compared with the target
result effect, the emulated result effect is nonideal when the
number of probes K = 12 and range length R = 1 m. Fig. 4
shows the effect of active probe number and measurement
range length on BPS. With the LoS channel model, the BPS
depends on range length because only one probe at the bore-
sight direction is used. On the contrary, the range length has
no remarkable effect on the BPS with the CDL-C channel
model, but it mainly depends on the number of active probes.
Fig. 4b depicts that the BPS is only 81.08% when all probes
are switched. The total number of probes in this simulation is
481. If the sampling density of the probe is smaller than 5◦ in
the angular region for the sector of interest, that is, the total
number of probes is larger, then the emulated results of the
black box in SS-MPAC will be improved.

For the black box, the measurement range length of
R = 5 m is sufficient, and the number of active probes is

FIGURE 8. Beam pattern similarity as a function of active probe numbers
with different antenna elements under (a) LoS channel model; (b) CDL-C
channel model.

more than 481 for all simulated channel models. This number
is unpractical for the system configuration. Note that the
black box DUT is typically assumed in the literature. In the
following, we discussed the system configuration for white
box DUT scenarios, which is also the main contribution of
the paper.

2) THE TERMINAL WITH ONE ADAPTIVE SUB-ARRAY
The isotropic 4× 4 antenna array with half wavelength inter-
element spacing at different positions is used to determine the
metric of BPS. The positions of each sub-array are specified
in Fig. 2a. The sub-array at position0 is always in the center
of the coordinate system as a reference. The target and OTA
beamforming power patterns are shown in Fig. 5. For the OTA
case, the number of active probes is set to 12 as a reference.
The beamforming power patterns of positions0-4 are different
from the target onewith both channelmodels. In the LoS case,
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FIGURE 9. Antenna radiation pattern, the target and OTA beamforming power pattern with different HPBWs under LoS and CDL-C channel
model.
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FIGURE 10. Beam pattern similarity as a function of active probe
numbers with different HPBWs under (a) LoS channel model; (b) CDL-C
channel model.

only one probe at the boresight direction is used. Owing to the
symmetry of the DUT, the results of position1-4 are the same.
However, they are different from the results of position0 due
to the limitation of measurement range length. As for the
CDL-C channel model, the target power azimuth spectrum
is discretized by the active probes. Therefore, the difference
between the results of position0 and the target is due to the
limited range length and insufficient number of active probes.
The range length limit also increases the error of positions1-4.

For both channel models, the BPS of position0 is over 97%.
Although the position deviation of positions1-4 reduces the
BPS, it can still reach more than 80%. Positions1-4 are the
most extreme case on DUT. In brief, the measurement range
length of R = 1 m is sufficient with all simulated chan-
nel models in this one adaptive sub-array. In the following
simulations, we mainly analyze the simulation effects when
R = 1 m and with far-field.

FIGURE 11. Beam pattern similarity as a function of active probe
numbers with different black box and white box under (a) LoS channel
model; (b) CDL-C channel model.

The diagrams in Fig. 6 illustrate how the BPS changes
with the number of active probes and different antenna array
locations in the range length of 1 m and with far-field.
Fig. 6a shows that the BPS is the same for all active probe
numbers in the LoS channel model, because only one probe
at the boresight direction is used. For the CDL-C model,
as shown in Fig. 6b, the difference between the curves is due
to the limited number of active probes and range length. The
increased active probe number has a positive effect on the
BPS, but it is almost saturated after 12 probes. The results
in different locations are almost the same in the far-field and
R = 1 m. Therefore, the position deviation of the antenna
sub-array should reduce the BPS unless the far-field criterion
is fulfilled.

Fig. 7 shows the beamforming power pattern of the 4 ×
4 antenna sub-array with different antenna elements. The
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FIGURE 12. The target and OTA beamforming power pattern of
subarray1 and subarray2 under (a) LoS channel; (b) CDL-C channel model.

antenna sub-array is placed in position0. Three common
antenna elements, namely, patch, dipole, and dipole with
ground plane, are used in this simulation. For each channel
model, the target beamforming power patterns with different
antenna elements are almost the same as the isotropic antenna
sub-array shown in Fig. 5. A similar conclusion can be drawn
from the performance simulation in Fig. 8, and the difference
among the beam pattern similarities of different antenna ele-
ments is small. The influence of antenna elements on BPS
can be negligible.

FIGURE 13. Beam pattern similarity as a function of active probe
numbers with R = 1 m, far-field, subarray1 and subarray2 under (a) LoS
channel model; (b) CDL-C channel model.

The DUT radiation patterns of different HPBWs, which
ignore the physical structure of the antenna, are shown
in Fig. 9 (left). The order of HPBWs in Fig. 9 (left) from top to
bottom is 46◦, 32◦, 25◦, 16◦, and 12◦. Fig. 9 (right) depicts the
corresponding target and OTA beamforming power pattern of
the two channel models. The narrower the HPBW of DUT,
the higher the DUT beam resolution. Fig. 10 shows how the
metric changes with the different numbers of active probes
and HPBWs. As for the LoS model, only a small difference
exists among HPBWs, and no difference exists in the number
of active probes.With the CDL-Cmodel, however, the BPS of
different HPBWs is different, it decreases with a decrease in
HPBW and increases with an increase in the number of active
probes. As the number of active probes increases, the metric
difference among different HPBWs is reduced.

The 3GPP co-existence studies in [24] assume the HPBW
of UE is 25◦, although practical HPBW of UE may be a
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FIGURE 14. Spatial correlation error with two sub-array as a function of
active probe numbers and range length with (a) LoS channel model; (b)
CDL-C channel model.

lot wider. Therefore, for the terminal with one adaptive sub-
array, the isotropic 4 × 4 antenna arrays with different posi-
tions are used to comparewith the black boxmodel. As shown
in Fig. 11, the measurement range length of R = 1 m and
the number of active probes K = 8 are sufficient with all
simulated channel models in white boxmode. Comparedwith
the black box mode, the white box mode can greatly reduce
the total SS-MPAC setup cost, including the hardware and the
size of the chamber.

3) THE TERMINAL IS EQUIPPED WITH MULTIPLE ADAPTIVE
SUB-ARRAYS AND OPERATES IN SWITCH MODE
As shown in Fig. 2b, the antenna elements are divided into
two sub-arrays, i.e., subarrays1 and subarray2. The elements
in each sub-array are combined into a single RF port by an
analog weighting matrix. The matrix enables the composition
of a set of predefined antenna beams. Thus, the antenna
elements fed by the RF port comprise several sub-arrays to
enable great spherical coverage.

The target and OTA beamforming power patterns of each
sub-array with two channel models are shown in Fig. 12. The
results of subarrays1 and subarrays2 are different with that
of the target due to the limited range length. For the CDL-
C case, the difference is also due to the limited number of
active probes. The diagrams in Fig. 13 illustrate how the beam
pattern similarities of subarrays1 and subarrays2 change with
the number of active probes in R = 1 m and in the far-field.
Similar to the previous simulation results, in the LoS case,
those of subarrays1 and subarrays2 are the same in R = 1
m and in the far-field, respectively. As for the CDL-C case,
the difference among the curves is due to the limited number
of active probes and range length at the beginning. When
sufficient probes are available, the difference is only affected
by the range length.

4) THE TERMINAL IS EQUIPPED WITH MULTIPLE ADAPTIVE
SUB-ARRAYS AND OPERATES IN SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING
MODE
When DUT operates in the spatial multiplexing mode,
the spatial correlation error is used as an evaluation metric.
As shown in Fig. 2b, the distance between subarrays1 and
subarray2 is 162.4 mm for reference. The spatial correlation
coefficient in (18) is calculated for range lengths R and the
number of active probes. The effect of varying parameters on
the correlation error for sub-arrays is illustrated in Fig. 14.
The error increases with a decrease inR. Particularly, the error
increases rapidly as the range length decreases with the CDL-
C model. The range length should be greater than 0.8 m, and
the number of active probes should not be less than 38 to
ensure that the spatial correlation error is less than 0.1. The
channel model has a great influence on spatial correlation
error in the same setup configuration. If the target channel
model is highly spread and has numerous equally strong
clusters, then the setup requires additional active probes and a
large range length to ensure the spatial correlation of the two
sub-arrays.

V. CONCLUSION
The previous works of SS-MPAC design have treated the
DUT as a black box. Using this approach is overkilling, and
may bring up unnecessarily testing system hardware costs.
Moreover, the antenna system can only be placed in a several
locations of the terminal due to the available area and design
limitations of terminal. In this paper, we have discussed the
SS-MPAC design in white box approach. Considering the
type of antenna system, the mmWave adaptive terminal was
divided into four cases: black box, the terminal with one adap-
tive sub-array, the terminal equipped with multiple adaptive
sub-arrays and operates in the switch mode, and the terminal
equipped with multiple adaptive sub-arrays and operates in
the spatial multiplexing mode. We have also discussed two
metrics and conducted a set of simulations to evaluate the
configuration parameters of the SS-MPAC design in different
cases.
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The simulation results demonstrated that the position of
the antenna sub-array and the HPBW of the terminal have
a great influence on the SS-MPAC design, but the antenna
elements showed a minimal influence. For the terminal with
one antenna port and the HPBWof the sub-array is wider than
25◦, the found recommended that the measurement range
length of R = 1 m and the number of active probes K = 8
are sufficient with all simulated channel models. Compared
with the black box mode, the white box mode that with one
antenna port can greatly reduce the total SS-MPAC setup
cost, including the hardware and the size of the chamber.
As for multiple sub-arrays operating in the spatial multiplex-
ing mode, the spatial correlation error mainly depended on
channel models. For each channel model, the error increased
with a decrease in range length and number of active probes.
The recommended configuration parameters for the adaptive
terminal with two 1 × 4 antenna sub-arrays in the CDL-C
channel model are K ≥ 38 and R ≥ 0.8. In this case, it does
not significantly reduce the cost of the testing system.

Qualitative analysis was applied to the SS-MPAC design
for the mmWave adaptive terminal. For future work, the emu-
lator realizable of SS-MPAC should be investigated using
standard channel models that combine space, time, and fre-
quency characteristics. Calibration procedures for a practical
SS-MPAC systemmight be challenging at mmWave frequen-
cies and may require further investigation.
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